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When researching carbon reduction policies that could be implemented at national and

state levels, I learned about a “carbon tax”. A system where companies would be taxed per ton of

carbon they emit. This incentivizes them to reduce their carbon emissions. Compared to direct

regulation policies, a carbon tax is far more effective in emission reduction. Also, the revenue

they generate could be used to offset taxes, minimizing the economic impact of these policies on

people. This is especially important considering that greenhouse gas reduction policies are often

of the greatest detriment to the poorest people when the prices of the necessities they need to

survive rise. Therefore I created an infographic and wrote a letter to demonstrate the importance

of greenhouse reduction initiatives and the potential of a carbon tax to my state representative,

congressional representative, and senator. My letter and infographic for these representatives are

below:

Letter

Dear representative [insert last name],

My name is Jensen Coonradt and I reside at 2423 Mckenzie Court, Aurora, Illinois. I am

in 11th grade at Oswego East High School. I am writing to ask that you help support reducing

greenhouse gas emissions throughout our [state/nation] by supporting a carbon tax. As you



probably know, greenhouse gas emissions are very detrimental to our environment. They cause

climate change which is leading to the extinction of species, the destruction of ecosystems, the

displacement of people who live on the coasts due to rising sea levels, the impairment of

agriculture throughout the world, and the increase of extreme weather events. We must work to

reduce these emissions. Often government officials in favor of reducing emissions promote

policies like direct regulation. These policies are beneficial in reducing emissions but are less

effective and have a greater economic impact on the American people than a carbon tax. A

carbon tax would tax companies per ton of carbon they produce, incentivizing them to reduce

emissions. This is predicted to have a more significant impact on emissions than direct

regulations. Also, as this policy would raise money, the proceeds could be used to decrease taxes

for Americans, reducing the negative economic impacts of a carbon tax policy. Therefore, a

carbon tax would have a far reduced economic impact on Americans in comparison to direct

regulation. This is essential because greenhouse gas reduction policies have the greatest impact

on the poorest Americans as the cost of the necessities they need to survive increases. I created

an infographic (below) to demonstrate the benefits of a carbon tax in comparison to direct

regulation. I appreciate your help and ask that you please send me a response letting me know if

you would be willing to support a carbon tax bill.

Thank you for your time and for considering my request,

Jensen Coonradt

Infographic:





Email to my state representative, Stephaie Kifowit



I also emailed congresswoman Lauren Underwood and senator Tammy Duckworth. I had their

personal contact emails through working with them in the past. Unfortunately, my pdf file was

too large to submit with the screenshots so I had to remove my screenshots of the emails. Please

contact me if you would like me to send you a copy of the emails.

Besides working towards national and statewide change, I also wanted to work towards

change at a more local level. Therefore, I made the letter and infographic below to ask my

county officials to consider replacing mail-in voting with online voting as it produces 98% less

carbon emissions than mail-in voting.

Letter

Dear Will County Board,

My name is Jensen Coonradt and I reside at 2423 Mckenzie Court, Aurora, Illinois. I am

in 11th grade at Oswego East High School. I am writing to ask that you consider implementing

online voting in future elections. Online voting has a variety of advantages over mail-in voting.

For example, it requires no election workers to count ballots to determine results, saving money.

The main reason I believe you should consider online voting is because of its minimal

environmental impact. Mail-in voting produces 54 times more emissions than online voting. I

attached an infographic below to explain more of the benefits for our county if we implemented

online voting. I appreciate your help and ask that you please send me a response letting me know

if you would be willing to consider implementing online voting in future elections.

Thank you for your time and for considering my request,

Jensen Coonradt



My infographic for this email can be seen in my instagram post. I had to remove the infographic

image here because the file size was too large for submission. I also had to remove my

screenshot of my email to the Will County Board for this reason. If you need any additional

documentation of my emails to Underwood, Duckworth, and the county board please contact me.

I also posted my infographics on Instagram and Twitter, tagging the politicians.

Unfortunately, as my file size was too large, I had to eliminate my screenshots from twitter. I still

tagged @turninggreenorg if needed for reference. Social media posts:


